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On bioseal sterilizers, Side “A” describes the load side and Side “B” describes the unload side.
Please note that the terms “clean side” and “dirty side” can be confusing.  The intent of one
facility may be to isolate and protect an inside lab from the outside world.  The intent of
another facility may be to protect the outside world from the lab inside.  It is more practical to
think in terms of the flow direction of the majority of the loads.  There are other considerations
and options that pertain to the control platform of the sterilizer.  The discussion below exactly
pertains to PSS5, but also forms the basic bioseal protocol for the Trinity and Allen Bradley
control platforms.

Note!

For the sake of this discussion Side “A” is considered the dirty side and Side “B” is the
clean side.

The door interlock logic has three basic rules:

1)   Both doors can never be open or even unsealed at the same time

2)   If the door on the clean side has been opened or unsealed, it is allowable to close and
seal it and open the dirty side without running a cycle, since it simply moves clean air
into a dirty environment

3)   If the door on the dirty side has been opened or unsealed, the door on the clean side
may NOT be opened until the chamber is sterile. This requires running a clean-up
cycle. Otherwise, it would move dirty air into a clean environment

Here Are the 4 Load/Unload Scenarios

Scenario #1

Load on A, unload on B: When the cycle is complete, the control will allow the operator to
unseal and open the B side. After unload, close the B door and press the door button on the A
side. This will seal the B door and unseal the A door without the need to run a clean-up cycle.
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Scenario #2

Load on A, unload on A: When the cycle is complete, the B door will remain closed.
Press the door button on side A. This will unseal the A door without the need to run a
clean-up cycle. Unload the product.

Scenario #3

Load on B, unload on B: When the cycle is complete, the operator will be allowed to
unseal and open the B side. Unload.

Scenario #4

Load on B, unload on A: If the door was previously opened on the A side for any reason,
this will require a clean-up cycle before the B side will be allowed to open for loading
(because the chamber has not been sterilized since it was open on the A side…This is
when a short sterilize cycle must be run from the A side…The cycle program can be a 4
minute gravity cycle with about a 3 minute dry time to save time) In this example, after
the short sterilize cycle (clean-up cycle) is run you may then load product on the B side
and run the cycle. When the cycle is complete, you may open the door on side A.


